DISCLOSURE: Please read before travel in the Sierras!

As a visitor traveling in the High Sierra, please be advised that
the Tahoe Basin is often exposed to severe weather conditions.
Travel to and from, in and around the Lake Tahoe area can be
hampered severely or even halted by authorities and due to
reasons beyond Hauserman Rental Group’s control. We cannot
be held responsible for these conditions.
For your protection and convenience, we strongly
recommend you invest in travel insurance. Please see
our website for information about CSA Travel Insurance.
Winter travel can be dangerous. Please be prepared when you travel in our
area. Please read this entire disclosure and if you have any questions do not
hesitate to contact our office.
Hauserman Rental Group has no control over the weather and/or road
conditions. We will do our best to have the driveway and path to the front door
cleared of excess snow before your arrival; but during times of heavy snowfall,
the plows may not be able to keep up. You may need chains or you may have to
shovel the burm to get into/out of your driveway. Please note: cable chains
can be insufficient for travel on mountain roads; we strongly
recommend link style chains instead of cable chains to reach your
rental property safely.
Please follow local laws and procedures during snow removal time periods—YOU
ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR KNOWING THE PARKING REGULATIONS. Do
not park on any street or roadway. Do not park in anyone else’s driveway or
parking area. Be sure you move your vehicles out of the parking areas
when the plow comes by to clear the snow. Homes and condos have strict
limits on the number of vehicles you can bring; be sure to know the limitations
PRIOR to renting. Unlawfully parked vehicles will be towed at owners’ expense.
We cannot be held responsible for either State or County roads. With the
possibility of severe weather conditions, Interstates and Highways do impose
chain requirements and/or closure of the highways. If Interstate 80 or any other
highway is closed for an extended period of time on your arrival date, call
Hauserman Rental Group for details on how to proceed. Please drive cautiously,

carry chains, always carry a shovel, water, food, blankets and have a full tank of
gas; be prepared to be stranded in a snowstorm or long delay.
Always check ROAD CONDITIONS by calling 1-800 427-ROAD (7623)

